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We prove a commutation theorem for point ultraweakly continuous one- 
parameter groups of automorphisms of von Neumann algebras. If No is such a 
group in Aut(g) for a von Neumann algebra 2, we show the equivalence of 
the following three conditions on an ultraweakly continuous linear trans- 
formation p: 9 -+ W: (a) p commutes weakly with the infinitesimal generator 
for at; (b) p 0 O[~ = wt 0 p, t E [w; and (c) ~1 leaves invariant each of the spectral 
subspaces associated with at . A simple condition which is applicable when p is 
an automorphism is pointed out. 
I. INTR~DuCTI~N 
Recently, a spectral theory for one-parameter groups of automorphisms of 
operator algebras has emerged [1, 3, 91. It has been shown [14] that in a special 
case this theory can be derived from the spectral theorem for unbounded self- 
adjoint operators. This is the special case of automorphisms of algebras 2 C 
B(P) (A? a fixed Hilbert space) which are implemented by strongly continuous 
unitary one-parameter groups on 2. 
One of the important applications of the spectral theorem for (unbounded) self- 
adjoint operators is to the problem of commutativity. 
Let {U(t): -co < t < CD} be a strongly continuous unitary one-parameter 
group on a Hilbert space 2’. By Stone’s theorem, there is a generally unbounded 
self-adjoint operator H in X such that U(t) = eitH. (If H is bounded, the strong 
commutativity problem is trivial.) H is called the infinitesimal generator. It is 
given uniquely by a projection-valued measure P on the line (w such that 
U(t) = j-1 eitA dP(A). (1) 
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The domain D(H) of H consists precisely of the vectors in Z? such that 
JTm I A I2 II dqqx II2 -=L CQ. 
Let S be a densely defined unbounded operator in a Hilbert space X. The 
adjoint S* is defined on the domain of these vectors x in X such that there is a 
finite constant C(X) satisfying 1(x, Sy)l < C(X) 11 y 11 for all y E D(S). The value 
z = S*X is then defined to be the unique vector in X’ satisfying (z, y) = 
(x, Sy) for all y E D(S). A bounded operator B[E B(Z)] is said to commute 
weakly with S iff there is a dense subspace D of X, which is contained in 
D(S) n D(S*), such that 
(x, BSy) = (S”x, By) for all X, y E D. (2) 
The classical commutativity problem is solved completely by the following 
known [ 121 result: (This is recently extended in [ 161.) 
THEOREM 0. Let H be a self-aa’joint operator with projection-valued measure 
P and associated unitary group {U(t): t E R} g iva by (1). For a bounded operator B, 
the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) B commutes weakly with H, i.e., (x, BHy) = (Hx, By) for all x, y in 
some core domain D for H. 
(ii) BU(t) = U(t)B for all t E R. 
(iii) BP(A) = P(A)B for all Bore1 sets A C R. 
Suppose H is instead normal with associated projection-valued measure P. 
In this setting Fuglede [4] proved the equivalence of (i) and (iii) above (D = 
D(H) = D(H*)). The celebrated Fuglede commutativity theorem for unbounded 
normal operators is in fact an immediate consequence of this equivalence. 
We generalize the classical commutation theorem to the setting of unbounded 
derivations. The analog of condition (iii), in the noncommutative (or quantum) 
setting, is formulated in terms of spectral subspaces for the automorphism group 
under consideration [I]. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE THEOREM 
Let B be a von Neumann algebra of operators on a Hilbert space X’, and let 
at be a o-weakly continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms of B, 
that is, a homomorphism t + OI~ of R into Aut(B) such that the associated maps 
t + v(c+(A)) are continuous for all A E .%! and v E .%, [the predual of B] [13]. 
Associated with at we introduce the spectral subspaces of [I]. For an element A 
in BY the spectrum spa(A) is defined to be the hull of the ideal {fill: 
J-:m f(t) cc,(A) dt = 0). F or a closed subset E of R the spectral subspace W(E) 
is defined by: Ma(E) = {rZ E 9: spbl(A) C E}. 
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The infinitesimal generator of tit is a u-weakly closed derivation 6 given as 
follows. An element A in W belongs to the domain D(S) of S iff 
o-weak hp+ t-i(cr,(A) - A) (3) 
exists in 92. In case the limit exists, we define S(A) to be the element given in (3). 
Let 6 be a u-densely (ultraweakly) defined symmetric unbounded derivation 
in a von Neumann algebra 2. (This means that the domain D(S) is u-dense in 92 
and S(AB) = S(A)B + AS(B), together with S(A*) = (S(A))*, are satisfied 
for A, B E D(S).) The adjoint S* is a linear transformation in g* (the predual 
of 92) defined on the domain D(S*) of functionals q.~ in 92, such that the func- 
tional A ---f 9(6(A)) on D(S) extends to a bounded normal linear functional I+% 
on W (i.e., 4 E 9+.). Then S*(v) = I& 
Let B,(9) denote the algebra of a-continuous linear endomorphisms of W. 
An element p in B,(9) is said to commute weakly with 6 iff S*q+(A)) = 
&S(A))) for all p E D(S*) and all A E D(S). The set (6)’ of elements in B,(W) 
defined by {S}’ = {p E BJ.9): ~1 commutes weakly with S} is called the weak 
commutant of 6. 
THEOREM 1. Let{ar,: - CO < t < CO} be a u-weakly continuous automorphism 
group of a van Neumann algebra 92, and let S be the associated in$nitesimalgenerator. 
For an element p E B,(9) the following three condition are equivalent: 
(a) p commutes weakly with 6. 
(b) post = a,o~foralltER. 
(c) p(M”(E)) C M%(E) for all closed subsets E C If& 
The point of view of both Theorems 0 and 1 is that one is given an unbounded 
infinitesimal transformation which commutes with a certain bounded mapping. 
The infinitesimal transformation has two integrated forms: A group of bounded 
transformations, and a family of spectral subspaces. One wants to conclude that 
commutativity on the infinitesimal level implies commutativity on the integrated 
level. The other implication is trivial both in the setting of Theorem 0 and in that 
of Theorem 1. Both theorems start in their statement with an infinitesimal 
condition followed by the corresponding two types of integrated commutation 
relations. 
3. REMARKS ON APPLICATIONS 
1. For the commutative setting, .%? = La(W), {c+} may be a set of one- 
parameter groups of translations corresponding to d linearly independent 
direction in Rd, the theorem then characterizes those maps p E B,(L”(W)) 
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which are given by convolutions. That is, maps p which are given, via complex 
(bounded) measures Y on lV, by the formula p(F) = F * v for all FE Lm(Rd). 
A general reference concerning this is [8]. 
2. In the noncommutative setting, the theorem is applicable in particular 
to automorphisms p which commute with one-parameter groups {at} C Aut(9). 
We may mention that the Tomita-Takesaki theory [ 151 characterizes such auto- 
morphisms in an entirely different manner in the case where tit is the modular 
automorphism group associated with a faithful normal state p on W. (If p leaves 
the center of 99 pointwise invariant, then p commutes with OL~ for all t E R iff 
QJ o P = 9J [51)- 
3. Let S be a closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert space #, and let {S}’ 
be the set of bounded operators in Z which commute weakly with S (D = D(S)). 
By a result of Powers [ll, Lemma 3.21 we know that the weak cornmutant {S)’ 
is closed under the multiplication in B(s) if and only if S is self-adjoint. 
It would be interesting to know whether the weak cornmutant {S}’ of a u- 
closed and u-densely defined derivation 6 in 9 is a subalgebra of B,(9) if and 
only if 6 generates a one-parameter group of automorphisms. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that (6)’ is a subalgebra of B,(9) whenever 6 
generates a a-continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms of 9. 
4. In applications the identity 
~*d/@N = dPcvN) (4) 
is frequently known to hold only for functionals v,, and elements A, belonging 
to certain specified subsets S of D(S*), and 9 of D(S). In a variety of cases the 
conclusions of Theorem 1 remain true when special conditions are imposed on 
the subsets S and 9. A similar simplification occurs when a subspace V of 
D(S*) can be found satisfying $V C V for all t E R. As an example, we record 
the following proposition applicable when p is an automorphism of .%?. 
For fixed v E 9* and A, B E 9Z? the functional 4 = AvB is defined by (cl(X) = 
p(AXB), and # E W, by virtue of [13]. A subspace S of 9?, is said to be bi- 
invariant for a subset 2I of 9 if AvB E S for all A, B E ‘% and all v E S. For a 
fixed v E W, and a subset ‘9f of 9, the smallest ‘9I-biinvariant subspace of 9, 
containing v is denoted by [91, ~1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let {at}teR be a continuous group of automorphisms of a 
won Neumann algebra W, and let C$ be the corresponding group on 9 * . Let S and S* 
be the respective generators, and let p be an automorphism of 9. Suppose there are 
numbers L and E, and a functional v E D(S*), such that S*(v) = Lp, and p*(v) = 
ET. Assume in addition that there is a subset ‘9I of D(S) which satis$es the following 
requirements: (i) @I C D(S), (ii) p(S(A)) = S(p(A)) for all A E 2f, (iii) cu,lu C ‘9l 
for all t E R, and (iv) [2l, ~1 is dense in 99, . 
Then u satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 1. 
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Proof. Set (T = (p-r)*. We must show that [2I, ‘p] is contained in D(6*) and 
invariant under C$ for all t. In addition 
@& VI c w*1 and us** = s*4(# E w, VI) (5) 
will be verified. Since [9I, 91 is a core for closed S* by [lo], it will then follow 
that (5) remains valid with [?I, ~1 replaced by D(S*). Since 6* is the generator 
of $, this implies that (TOLL * = $0 for all t. Bu duality the group tit commutes 
with p-1, and therefore with p. 
The invariance properties of [91, p’] f o 11 ow from (iii) and the following easily 
verified identity 
which is also valid when p is replaced by CL~ . We can clearly replace S* by 6* - L 
and so assume L = 0. The corresponding infinitesimal relation becomes 
6*(&B) = -S(A) r@ - A+(B). Moreover by (i) 6” may be applied to the 
right-hand side of (6), and an easy computation using (ii) leads to (5). Q.E.D. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1. We start with the implication (c) 3 (b), since it 
follows quite easily from standard arguments in [I]. (Note that (b) 2 (a), 
trivially.) Suppose therefore that p satisfies (c). We then introduce the repre- 
sentation Qt implemented by cu,; that is Dt(v) = c+ 0 Y 0 ol;’ for all t E IR and 
Y E B,(W). Furthermore, let {Ei} be a decreasing family of closed neighborhoods 
of 0 in R such that ni E, = {0), and such that each Ei is the closure of its own 
interior. Following [I], we define SEi = {u E R: u + Ei C Ei}. Note that 
0 E SE? C Ei . Using (c), we conclude, for each Ei and for u E R, that pMd(Ej + 
u) C Ma(Ei + u). By [ 1, Th eorem 2.31 this implies that p E Mo(SEt) for all Ei . 
Since M@(S,I) C M@(EJ and ni M@(EJ = MO(ni Et) = M@({O}), we conclude 
next that sp,&) C (0). By a remark in [l] this implies that @&) = p for all 
t E R, which in turn is equivalent to (b). 
Since (b) 3 (a) trivially, we are left with the nontrivial implication (a) 3 (b) 
this implication (together with (a) > (c) of course) is the one which is both 
important, and which involves new techniques, since it allows us to deduce 
“global” (or integrated) conclusions from infinitesimal data, cf. the remarks 
following the statement of Theorem 1. 
Suppose p is a given element in B,(W) which commutes weakly with 6. We 
show below that for every A E D(S) and T E D(S*) the mapping t + y(c+ 0 p 0 
@(A)) is then continuously differentiable with vanishing derivative. In the 
course of the proof we shall make use of the adjoint representation t + @ of R 
on 9*. By [l, Proposition 3.01 the function t + CL:(~) moves continuo;sly in 
the norm of W,(p E a,). It follows from semigroup theory [7, Theorem l] that 
the infinitesimal generator of @ coincides with the adjoint S* of 6. From the 
norm-continuity of @, we include that D(S*) is norm-dense in 99* . The norm- 
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continuity of C$ also implies that each of the mappings F&t) = v(aYt o p o 
$(A)) is continuous for all p E 9, and A E W fixed [I, Proposition 1.61. For 
v E D(6*) and A E D(6) we show these maps are also differentiable with 
It will follow automatically that the derivative is continuous, since the right-hand 
side is a difference of continuous functions by the above remark. 
For fixed t E R and h E R\(O) we may write dFa,A(t; h) = h-l(F,,,(t + h) - 
FwJt)) as a sum of two terms 9s follows: 
FG4(t + h) = dh-l(?+h - 4 o CL o u+Td(A)) 
+ ?+t o CL o h-l(q+h) - Q)(A)). 
For economy of notation we shall use the symbols A,(t, h), i = 1,2, for the 
first and the second term, respectively, on the right-hand side. 
We have 
] A,(& h) - s*fj+, 0 p 0 K,(A))1 < II h-y4 - I)? - s*(,)ll II EL IIII A II 
+ I a*v(% oCL o (“-(t+rd - QWQI 
where both terms on the right-hand side tend to zero as h + 0. 
Similarly, it follows that 
46 4 + d% o CL o 4w))) + 0 as h+O. 
After putting together the estimates, we conclude that FasA(t) is differentiable. 
We have already checked that the derivative is continuous. 
But if p commutes weakly with 6 then 
since ~$9) E D(S*) and a-,(A) E D(6). It follows that t -+ F&t) is constant. 
Hence 
d% o P o Q(4) = P&4) for all t E R. (7) 
Since D(S*) is norm-dense in W, we conclude next that (7) holds for all p E 9, . 
Using that D(6) is u-dense in W, and that OI~ 0p 0 a;t E B,(9), we finally conclude 
that (7) also holds for all A E 9. The desired conclusion (b) is an immediate 
consequence. 
COROLLARY 1. Let tit be a o-continuous one-parameter group of automorphism 
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of a won Neumann algebra 9%‘. If a given p E B,(W) commutes weakly with the 
infinitesimal generator S, then 
for all n = 1, 2,... . In particular p (resp. p*) leaves each of the spaces D(6”) and 
D(S*“) invariant. 
Proof. We first explain the terminology used in the statement of the corollary. 
Let A abd B be linear operators in a vector space X. Suppose that A is partially 
defined with domain D(A) and that B is everywhere defined. We say that BA C 
AB if B maps D(A) into itself and ABx = ABx for all x E D(A). Equivalently: 
The graph of BA is contained in that of AB. 
Suppose p and 6 satisfy the addumptions. Then by “(a) =+ (b)” of the theorem 
we get p oc+=~~~~~andc$~,u.*=~* 0 C$ for all t E R. The inclusions (8) 
for n = 1 follow from this by differentiation, using again that 6* is the in- 
finitesimal generator of a,*. The inclusions for n > 1 follow by induction from 
those for n = 1. 
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